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Lean Transformation Value Proposition

Case Study Highlights – Overview

Overview

• The essence of Lean / TPS cannot be ignored: Lean Transformation activities must 

sustainably improve performance. Lean Transformation activities must have a Value 

Proposition – what will be gained from the effort, what is the ROI?

• Sustainability requires not only tactical applications of lean tools, but also tangible lean 

transformation methods to drive transparency, employee engagement, and effective 

root-cause problem solving at all levels of the organization – Kaizen every day, by 

everyone.

• The follow case studies (addressing issues in quality, lead time, and cost) describe 

actual situations where excellent results were achieved and sustained through the 

application of time-honored lean tools, transformational methods that drive collaborative 

problem solving at all levels, and some custom tools and methods designed to address 

challenges unique to each situation.

OpEx Leadership Guiding Principle:

All Lean Transformation activities should solve a problem, improve performance, or enable 

the organization to solve problems and improve more autonomously and effectively.

M. Tussey, 26 April 2011
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Lean Transformation Value Proposition

Case Study Highlights – Quality
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Initial Condition: Engine manufacturer struggled with First Pass Yield at in-line inspections, significantly 

contributing to customer quality risks and high rework costs. 

Target Condition: Sustainably improve First Pass Yield to > 95% through Lean / TPS Transformation.

Lean Transformation Action Item Highlights

-Zero Defect / Built-in Quality Principles -Form a collaborative, Cross-Functional Team

-Structured Problem Solving (A-3, PDCA) -Employee Engagement

-Transparent Performance Tracking -Application of ‘Stop-Call-Wait’ (Never Pass Defects)

-Document Improvements in Standardized -Gemba Management: Leaders at the Shop Floor

Work (Key Quality Points / Techniques)
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Lean Transformation Value Proposition

Case Study Highlights – Lead Time

Initial Condition: Custom seating-fitted powered wheelchair manufacturer needed to reduce long, 

unstable seating order-to-delivery lead time and inventory to improve customer delivery satisfaction and 

improve cash flow.

Target Condition: Reduce the seating lead time from 10 to 3 days; reduce inventory from 10 to 5 days.

Lean Transformation Action Item Highlights

-Define the Takt Time, rebalance processes -Transparent Visual Management and Problem Solving

-Stabilize with Standardized Work, 5S -Employee Engagement

-Establish Continuous, 1-Piece Flow -Pull Systems with Kanban, Synchronous Material Delivery

-Waste Elimination through ‘Best Point’ Material Placement and Kitting
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Lead time unstable; high 

variance; avg. = 10 days

Max lead time 1.5 days; orders rec’d by 

2:00 AM shipped by 4:00 PM same day

Seat Finished Goods 

Inventory reduced from 

2 weeks to 14 hours
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Lean Transformation Value Proposition

Case Study Highlights – Cost
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71% Improvement 

in Headcount
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38% Improvement 

in Uptime

Initial Condition: Automotive manufacturer experiencing high costs in traditionally designed and staffed 

large automated component machining lines due to poor uptime and high labor costs.

Target Condition: Staffing (headcount) in a comparable greenfield project in line with world-class 

performers; uptime improvement to >= 85%.

Lean Transformation Action Item Highlights

-Standardized Work for All Activities -Andon (Work Instruction Device) Application

-Tool Change Optimization (5S / SMED) -Employee Engagement

-’Central Machining’ Implementation -Multi-Skilled Worker Development

-Autonomous Maintenance-based -Collaborative, Gemba-based Organization Design

TPM Program -Transparent Visual Management and Problem Solving
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Summary

• In each case, ‘A-3 Thinking’ (Toyota-style structured problem solving) was applied: 

Define the initial condition and target condition, find the root causes, choose or design 

the right tools and methods (the countermeasures) to eliminate the causes, implement 

the countermeasures, confirm the results, then standardize and control the process.

• Sustainability and building the foundation for a continuous improvement culture were 

part of the target condition in each case; lean transformation tools and methods 

specifically addressing this culture change were included in the countermeasures and 

implementation plan.

• The results in each case study ARE typical. Collaborative client teams, supported by 

effective leadership and experienced Lean Transformation coaches, have consistently 

achieved excellent results in a variety of manufacturing and non-manufacturing settings.

To read detailed case studies or to learn more about OpEx Leadership, LLC, please visit us 

on the web at www.opexleadership.com.

M. Tussey, 26 April 2011

Lean Transformation Value Proposition

Case Study Highlights – Summary

http://www.opexleadership.com/

